BSE Maritime Solutions
1120 tonne Mobile Boat Hoist
The hoist is fitted with 8 lifting points

a range of 18 metres (as shown in the

calculates the overall loading diagram

(4 for each side); all the lifting points can

above picture).

guaranteeing the machine always

be hydraulically adjusted.

The Programmable Logic Controller

works in an admissible and safe lifting

The first 3 lifting couples from the open

combines information from the sensors

configuration.

side, sliding on the same runway, can

on the lifting couples with the data

The 4th couple, placed beyond the upper

be moved along the upper beams within

received from the load cells and

beam can also be moved up to 1.5 metres.
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1,120 metric ton

Max. capacity
Dock span

17,500 mm

Clear inner width

18,700 mm

Track

20,900 mm

Max. width, at base (approx.)

. 23,100 mm
1,800 mm

Gauge
Clear height under transversal
upper beam

19,500 mm
500 ton

Weight of the equipment

10 kg/cm2 (145 psi)

Inflation pressure
Lifting speed when laden

0+1 m/min

Lifting speed when unladen

0+2 m/min

Travelling speed when laden

0+16 m/min

Travelling speed when unladen

0+32 m/min
3%

Affordable slope at full load)
N. of winches (synchronized and
independent)

4+4

N. of lifting points

4+4 (4 couples)

N. of mobile lifting points (trolleys)
all lifting points are movable

4+4 (4 couples)

 . of polyester lifting slings
N
(in two pieces, complete with
textile cut-preventing protections)
with a safety factor major than 8

32
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